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The new design of the more easily wireless N300 Easy Router Setting N301The N301 Wireless N300 Easy Setting router is designed to be installed more easily for the home user. It matches IEEE802.11n, provides wireless speeds of up to 300 Mbps, making it ideal for everyday web activities like email, chat, streaming video, online
gaming and more. The N301 can also work as a client router to connect network providers wirelessly or uplink AP to share the Internet on every corner, eliminating the dead point. It's easy to set up in just three simple steps, get a secure wireless network and run in a few minutes. Secure WiFi at the touch of the WPS Compatible button
with the WI-FI Protected Installation™ (WPS), N301 features WPS that allows users to almost instantly customize their security by simply clicking the WPS button to automatically create a secure connection. Not only is it faster than the usual security settings, but the more convenient is that you don't need to remember the
password. Advanced Wireless Security N301 offers tiered wireless encryption options to prevent unauthorized access and protect important data. 1.64/128bit WEP、WPA-PSK、WPA2-PSK 2. Wireless access control based on the Mac address wireless adapter Wireless WAN N301 can work as a client mode to connect to network
providers or uplink AP wireless to share the Internet on every corner, eliminating the dead point. Wireless Router N301 Wireless N300 Easy router settings Page 2Wireless router N301 Wireless N300 Easy router setup How it works How to make wireless magic, start with an internet service and modem then connect the router
Linksys. The router transmits a wireless signal that makes it easy to connect devices and smart devices. Parental Control Support is a parental control feature like the IP/MAC filter, you can limit the time to access the Internet and block websites. Specifications Equipment Features Compatible Standard IEEE 802.3/3U IEEE 802.11n/g/b
Wired Interface 1 10/100Mbps WAN Port 3 10/100 Mbps LAN Ports 2 Fixed 5dbi Omni Directional Antenna Button 1 Reboot / WPS Button Item Dimensions (L'W'H) 127.4mm'90.5mm'26mm Wireless Frequency Range Feature (GHz) 2,412 GHz-2,472 GHz Wireless Speed Link IEEE 802.11n: up to 300 Mbps IEEE 802.11g: up to 300
Mbps IEEE 802.11g: up to 300 Mbps IEEE 802.11g: up to 300 Mbps IEEE 802.11g54Mbps IEEE 802.11b: up to 11 Mbps Wireless Security 64/128bit WEP WPA-PSK WPA2-PSK WPS supports WISP WDS Bridge Wireless Sensitivity to access B mode:1M -92dBm@8% 11M -87dBm@8% PER; g mode:54M -72dBm@8% PER; n
mode:72.2M -68dBm@8% PER; 150M -68dBm@8% PER; The image is not available forColour: The download speed on the internet depends on the type of connection you have. If you have a 25MB/c connection it means that theoretically you should be able to download 25MB per second. Page 2 download speed on the internet
depends on the type of connection you have. If you have a 25MB/c connection it means that theoretically you should be able to download 25MB per second. Page 3 download speed on the internet depends on the type of connection you have. If you have a 25MB/c connection it means that theoretically you should be able to download
25MB per second. This website or its third-party tools use the cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page,
clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. Cookies. tenda wireless router n301 user manual. tenda n301 wireless n300 easy setup router manual. manual de router tenda n301
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